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The most extensive purely geometric solutions completed to (late were per-
formed at the Department of Geodetic Science, The Ohio State University (OSU)
[Mueller et al. , 1973 and Mueller, 197 1a]. The solutions included some 100, 000
observations from 158 sites: 36 SECOR stations, 49 BC-4, 21 PC-1000, 16 MOTS,
23 SAO, K special camera stations and 6 C-Band radars.
Subsequent to the above solutions, it was felt necessary to extend the scope
of the WN14 system for better worldwide coverage. At present, numerous world
satellite systems are available to a geodetic analyst, but Al of these systcnLS have
limited coverage with their own individual origin, scale and orientation. The most
extensive effort to date is the Department of Defense World Geodetic System 1972
[Seppelin, 1971 1, A brief review of the methods and data used in the OSU 275 system
is given here along with the summary of results. The system consists of 275 tracking
s tat ions.
2. METHOD
It wa,3 decided to base the OSU 275 systems of tracking; station c_)ordinates on
the previously published WN14 geometric solution for 158 stations and to add further
stations either by direct survey connections or by transformation from other satellite
sys terns.
A total of 117 new stations were added in this manner. The new stations con-
nected ay di rect su -vey ties were designated by a s l.oscript "C" and those obtained by
transfoinnation by "''"'to distingntish them from th ^ original WN14 stations.
The numbering system corresponds to the one in [NASA, 1973], where the sta-
tions are also described in detail. The first digit indicates the ,type of instrumentation
at the site as follows: 1 — MOTS camera, 2 — Doppler site, 3 —PC-1000, 4 —
C-Band radar, 5 —SECOR, t; —BC-4 camera, 7 —special optical site, 8 —






Survey information rcgar-ding the stations included sn OSU 275 is summarized
in Table 3.1-1, including the sources whi^h are listed hi Table 3.1-2. For a I ist
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An exte-asive effort was mrde to locate and select prober survey connections
for use in USU 275. In a number of cases two L r more values were available f--om
different sources in respect to survey ties. The criteria for retention/selection for
ui-,y tie were:
(I)	 When two or more sources agree in value, and/or
(ii)	 When the new coordinates so generated did rot give unusually large
residuals in subsequent use in a coordinate transformation, vis•-a-vis
any otter satellite system.
in some cases no direct survey tic was available from the WN14 station, but
only a secondary connection existed, i. e. , a new tie could be generated to another
station which has already been tied to the WN14 station. A toti>I of 78 new stiirtions
under category "C" could thus be included in the OSU 275 eystem arnl the survey ties
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Table 3.2-1 (cont'd)
Relative P :)s ition Survey Ties
STATIONS
RELATIVE SURVEY TIES SOURCE
CODE:'
pu(m) pV(M) pw(m)
2735 - 5648 :37794.23 10456.14 7451.23 2
2738 - 6003 -4.0<1 23.66 22.05	 i 2
2739 - 0004 246.5(; 850 01 129.87 2
I
2742 - 6002 6.17 6.09 14.48 2
2744 - 6023 -35.68 -29.80 55.25 2
2803 - 5924 -5.82 1.55 10.78 2
2805 - 6060 3.08 6.56 -6.92 2
2809 - 6031 22.84 1695.26 297.65 2
2811 - 6011 -1998.22 23015.42 10996.24 2
2812 - 6016 5189.47 -10355.63 -3019.82
2815 - 6008 17.38 6.36 -16.93 2
2817 - 6015 -7.84 -:.15 16.22 2
2818 - 6006 8.86 -12.78 1.63 2
2822 - 6064 12.07 -13.64 -23.78 2
2830 - 6066 -36.29 28.62 27.32 2
2831 - 6038 27.86 -27.23 -35.34 2
2837 - 6067 -45.57 -290.84 1252.04 1
2847 - 60.13 3.13 -38.26 19.67 2
2849 - 5733 -1.50 -4.24 0.11 2
2907 - 5923 -1624.56 5793.71 -2552.70 2
4760 - 7039 685.19 -706.64 -1488.55 1
4840 - 4860 2384.72 -712.15 -1659.94 1
4840 - 7052 2425.94 -685.65 -1629.78 1
6002 - 7050 94.58 535.35 600.04 1
6060 - 9741 -772918.65 -932773.88 102026.67 1



























Relative Position Su:vey Tieb
RELATIVE..  SURVEY TIES	 SOURCE
STATIONS	







































































































The transfoi mation parameters used in obtaining satellite station coordinates
in the OSIJ 275 system are given in Table 3.3-1.
Table 3.3-1
Transformation Parameters between various
Satellite Systems and OSU 275 System
(OSU 275 - Sate] l ite System)
Sys tern
I'r. Parame^ N'XL-9n SE-111 GSFC 73 GEM(;
Du -18.49 -12.36 -15.4H -15.42
AV
-7.67 -13.82 -20.42 -12.09
O w 3.53 13.07 -0.67 -5.57
A	 (* 10F ) -0.28 -0,93 -1.09 -0.95
a
A total of 39 points were transformed using the above parameters in OSU275.
The distribution of these points in the respective satellite system from where they were
transformed is given in Table 3.3-2.
Table 3.3-2
Distribution of ,'ransformed SLatior►s
System Stations Numbers Total
2020, 2019, 2092, 2709, 2765
2766, 2801, 2813, 2820, 2821
N1A'1.-9D 2823, 2825, 2832, 2838, 28,10 16
2844
7816, 7817, 7912, 9022, 9027 7SEI11 9039. 9901
GSFC 73 1035, 1036, 7809, 8820, 9050 5
11028, 1043, 1122, 1123,




4. OSU 275 PARAMETERS, ORIGIN AND ORIENTATION
4.1	 OSU 275 Geodetic and Geophysical Parameters
In view of its basic dependence on the OSU geonu ct ric solution WN 14
[Mueller et al., 19731, the suggested geodetic and geophysical parameters are
given in Table 4.1-1.
Table 4. 1-1
Geodetic anti Geophysical Parameters
Pa rams±te rs Notation Magnitude
Gravitational cons Lan! K` M 3, 98600922 x 10 4 m'see-
Second degree zonal
harmonic J2 1082.6863 x 10 -6
Angular velocity w u. 72921151467 x 10-4 rad see"
Flattening f 1/298.25
Equatorial normal
gravity y e 978. 03226 cm sec 2
Geopotential on the
geoid Wo 6263688.00 kgal m
Equatorial semi-
diamter a 6378142 m
4.2
	 Origin and Orientation
The OSU 275 system is oriented towards the Zero Meridian (u axis) and the
Conventional International Origin (w axis), both as defined by the Bureau International
de 1'lleure. The v axis forms a right handed system with the u and w, and together
with the u. axis defines the average geodetic equator.
It should be remembered that the origin of the system is arbitrary, but its
posAion with respect to the geocenter has been estimated from the comparison between
the coordinates of collocated stations in OSU 275 and in the dynamic solutions. The
suggested coordinates of the origin with respect to the geocenter are u a = 16 m,
va = 12*n and wo = - 2m.
14
-JAIr	 ..11111111116111IM..
In :1 height analysis when the geoid undulation (geodetic minus mean sea level
heights) were compared with gtavimetrically (ieterminod ones, the rms residual was
0.44m forOSU275.
5. CARTESIAN COORDINATES
The Cartesian coordinates resulting from the survey ties and transformations
based on the WN 14 solution are given in Table 5.1.
Standard deviations of basic stations are retained from the WN 14 solution,
while for "C" and "T" stations these have been estirr lted and rounded to the nearest
meter.
• fable 5.1
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11071 I I	 Fln t tO-	 POINT I	 II1 P (: 1 .1 -4f7f1:?.4 194; 9f 1,9	 I T.f 2.6 `.°	 I
1 1077 I I FOR 	 01	 it I	 POIYOI.v -SO	 I'P Q ,6 ?A33•.'.?	 I '.? 1.° '.^	 I







1T6761Q.P -67 •.:•490.! -6f P4A.1
	 I S . n S.0 6..1	 1
1	 107E I	 I I	 SA?JIIA,;1
I
I	 I7t o7 C1.1 -SO..f??.4
1
-146575 1 .5	 1 26.0 76.0
I
76.1	 I
10;0 I I	 C. 1LI'.T,"If I	 -:157242.9 -41. 41 "4 0.4 %6f.R106.K	 1 S.6 l. A 11.7
	 1
•	 11031 1	 C I	 JONANNt$SUKG I	 50P4771.1 2670196.9 -776P146.7	 1 5.n S,0 6,(0	 I
11037 I 1	 'I.	 J	 "Nft I	 2602fFP.6 -3r1 o 17P,o 4697#?7.3	 1 3 0 .3 46.7 13.9	 1










471P7 16•P	 I '1.l 3.0
I
7.7	 1
1 1035 I	 I I	 W1N r F1Fln I	 30#30914,11 -46514.0 496471:,0	 1 Y.0 P,0 I1.0	 I
1	 lc'6 I	 T I	 FAIN	 A+KS I	 -22F2:67.1 -14'?#67.9 57SfP9^,0	 1 0.0 0.0 11.0	 1









2677146.4 -369Sn65 ,n 	I F.n 5.0 S.0	 I
1	 1042 I I	 R115MAN I	 647497,5 -5177935.6
I
!69670..9	 I 7.11 2.4
I
7.A	 I
I	 1041 (	 T 1	 TAN"NAF/VF I	 • 1'91h • I. 4 44'.;79.4 -2(0f 47;°.7	 I c,n 9.0 4,11	 I
11112 1T I	 TININ"'IV I I	 4n912n6.n 4434757.1 -2066(017.2
	 I o.n 9.0 9,n	 I









-51714339.6 3656134.3	 1 S.0 S.0 6,0	 1
1 112E 1	 7 1	 FAIRBANKS 1	 -7297 1.17.6 -1 4 51391.1
I
571469P.7	 1 IS.n 15.0
I
15.0	 1
11152 I	 C I	 CARNAFd(1N I	 - 237°771,4 5I' ^ef 9 , n -2660 ?' S .6	 I !.0 11.0 10, 	I
1	 2007 I	 l l	 AUS11N I -741649.6 -54.2747.7 31996111.7
	 I 6.0 6.0 7,0	 I









- vti77n Y.5 -15611460,(0	 1 6. n 6.0 T.n	 I
1	 201P 1	 C I	 THULF 1	 539377.6 -131114306.5
1
6114 1061.0	 1 4.0 4.0
1
!.n	 I
1201 4 I	 C I	 ^CMUKPO	 STATION 1	 -131 1, 771.9 ?1f44F.4 -671'lf l :N	 1 6. r 6.0 6.0
1	 7 6 70 I	 T 1	 VA 14 1	 34 67 1 E 1. 0 52'f2(14.I -SI"4''4,4	 1 7.n 6.n 7.n









-54 1 1715.5 314011'.7	 1 1 .0 S.n 5.0	 1
1	 7106 I	 C 11.AHIAWA I	 -'SO4IS1.4 -7274161.2
I
217t2op.1	 1 S. n 6.0
1
S.0	 1
1	 2103 1	 1 1	 LA',	 CRJCFS 1	 -15'6731.4 -S1f 9 42F.4 33PT74S,7	 ( 1".0 1 5 .0 1!.0	 1
1	 7106 I	 I I	 LASHAM 1	 40GS420.1 -71767.3 4946709.4	 1 15.0 15.n It.n	 1















Table 5. 1 (Cont'd)
Cartesian Coordinates for OSU275 Stations
2111	 1 CI TAP UNA	 I -6100013.: -997202.1 -156#1461.4 I	 13.0 13.0 e.
220 3	 ' C I WAlln ► S	 15LAN0	 1 1161661.0 9-40.Al2SO.
0
3A93S..	 7 1	 •,n 4. 0 S.0
2107	 1 C	 I DARWIN	 1 -4071516.F 4714101.7 -1366474 .1 1	 S.0 13.0 6.n








-3323432.1 1	 3 4 .0 2P.n 36.0
2715	 I C	 1 GUAM	 I -5064991.G 3582905.4 1475#104.0
I
I	 5.0 R,0 1.0
2717	 1 C	 I MAHf	 I 3662662.4 773!717.1 -SIS923.3 1	 6.n S.0 6,n
7727	 1 C	 I ASCEN51ON	 ISLAP40	 I 6110.417.3 -1571576.1 -070436.0 1	 4.0 4.0 5.0
2723	 1 c	 I C'ICns	 ISLAND	 I -741v9A,7 6190792.2 -1336760.1 1	 6.0 S.0 6.0





MANUS	 1 -5367631.3 3417930.1 -2267MS.7
1
1	 5.0 S.n 5.0
2727	 1 C	 1 1fkCE1RA	 I 443350.5.5 -1168104.1 1971647.e I	 4.0 13.0 5.0
2735	 1 C	 I POR1	 STFwAkC	 I 9324PS.3 -5344594.9 3160531.6 1	 6.0 9 .0 A.n
2730	 1 C	 I MnSFS	 LAKF	 1 -7127936.2 -37FS0.39.3 4656659.3 I	 4,n 4,n 4.0 ..
7739	 1 C	 I SHFMYA	 I -30.51550.9 ;97259.4 SOS1471).4 1	 % .n S.0 r.0
I 1 1 I
1742	 1 L	 I bfl TSV1LLF	 1 1130771.0 -481OPM A 399471R.S 1	 4,0 4.0 4,0
27,616	 1 C	 I THURSOAY	 ISLANr	 I -4955422.5 3842710..6 -110379?.7 1	 +.n S.n 6,n
2745	 1 T	 1 S1nNIV1LLF	 I -05010.6 -5327963.0 3493447.7 1	 6.0 6.0 6.0
2765	 1 1	 1 CHIANCA MA1	 1 -941675.7 5967443.? 20391141.4 1	 35.0 20.0 37.0






PALAU	 1 -4433465.7 451M,60 P10002.7
I
1	 35.0 7 0 .0 37.0
;I^ 
17 643	 1 C	 I ROTA	 1 ', 0415 % 0.4 -S651420.7 17P4279.1 1	 4.0 S.0 1.0 _.
7, 05	 1 C	 I CUL(,DnkA	 1 -4751646.9 1792064.7 -3200170.4 1	 5.0 %.0 K.n
26 1 9 	 1 C	 11NV FRCANG ILL	 I -4313Pn2.5 893n29.7 -459#,96M	 e% I	 S.n 61 n A.n
2811
	 1 C	 I
1
MAUI





CATANIA	 1 49015770 13OSP16.5 1AS1648.4
I
1	 4.0 40 4.n
2613	 1 T	 I DAKAR	 1 5604479.5 -1851 1366.1 1612715.8 1	 %.n S.n !.n
?PIS	 I C	 I PAR AMAkIBn	 I 3673759.4 -5214727	 4 be) 1519.I 1	 4,0 4.4) 5,6
2617	 1 C	 I MASHH ►D	 1 7604345.4 4444j61.P 3750116.7 1	 ..0 4.0 4.0 ,.
7010	 1
I






	 1 7700571.4 -4914Sh4.P -33SS440,7
1
I	 A.n P.n 0,0
2921
	 1 7	 1 ZAMBOANGA	 1 -3101 9 19.5 5365814.0 763659.( 1	 7 .0 6.0 7.0
2072	 1 C	 I FORT	 LAMY	 1 6023398.7 1617v1P.2 1331709.4 1	 S.n 4.0 K.n
2923	 1 T	 1 LASPV	 I -90?6OP.3 2409529.7 -SP16541.2 1	 7.n 60 7.0
78?5	 1
I
1	 1 PALMER	 STATION	 I
I
1192559.3 -24S101 Ft. 0 -5747057.2 1	 1 .n 6.0 7.6
1830	 I L	 I
I
HOHFNPE15cFNBFRG
	 I 471352P.3 820PSP.6 4707011.7
1
1	 4.0 4.0 4.n
2831	 1 C	 I SOCORRn	 ISLANO	 I -216n953.0 -5641737.0 2n35332.5 I	 4.n S.n b,n
7832 1	 1	 1 SASf80	 1 -3417P16.6 41115330.4 1461705.6 1	 35.0 2P.0 17.6
2937	 1 C	 I NATAL	 1 5186351.6 -3654224.1 -651024.9 1	 4.0 4.0 4.0
283:	 1 T	 1 MAURITIUS	 1 3723444.7 SO4332A.7 -7101797.0 1	 7.0 A.0 7.n
1 I I I s
1:40	 1 7	 I ADDIS	 APAPA	 1 490075!.9 396A227,P 46f356.7 !	 S.0 S.0 5.0
70 44	 1 T	 1 QUITO	 1 1290951.8 -6250 061.h -10039.: 1	 S.0 13.0 S.0
2847	 1 C	 1 CERRO SOMPkFRO	 1 1371379.0 -36147#1P.h -5055909.2 1	 5.0 6.0 6.0







4361707.6 2Ph#104P.h 3652P20.0 4.0 5.0 5.0
3106	 1 1 ANTIGUA	 1 28RIA30.3 -5372164.6 196A51A.6 1	 3.7 3.3 4.1
33?4	 1 1 STnNfVILLF	 1 -84963.P -5327974.9 3493479.3 1	 13.6 6.8 9.1,
3400 1	 1 COLnkADn	 SPRINGS	 1 -1275267.' -479Pn19,3 399420:,3 1	 9 .1 5.1 5.7
3401 1 1	 BE0FORD	 1 1513136.1 -4463576.9 420.3055.#1 1	 3.1 S.4 3.0







1	 SWAN ISLAND	 1 642491.4 -605?940.1 IP9S6PP.6 1	 4.7 3,7 4.9
3405	 1 1	 GRAND TURK	 I 191 0 482.9 -5621088.1 2315775.3 1	 3.1 3.5 4,0
3406	 1 1	 CURACAO	 1 2751000.7 -5816912.9 1327191.1 1	 2.4 2.1 3.4
3407 1 1	 TRINIOAD	 1 2979 891.1 -5513530.9 1101179.3 1	 4.7 .4.4 50







1	 ARASILIA	 1 4114977.6 -4554142.5 -17'42154.0 1	 7.7 6.1 7.7
3 . •31 I I	 ASUNCION	 I 3093n45.4 -497n6aj.7 -771n921.n 1	 7.h A.s In.P
0476 I I	 PARAMARIPn	 1 3673777.3 -5214210.7 601515.3 1	 7.2 2.0 3.0
3477 1 1	 ADGOTA	 I 1744650.2 -6114196.7 $32208.6 1	 10.2 6.6 9.6
3478 1 1	 MANAUS	 1 3185777.0 -5514585.9 -347701.2 1	 IA.? 14.5 35.1
16
Table 5. 1 (Cont'd)
Cartesian Coordinates for 0SU275 5Lltions
34 V9	 1 1	 QUITO 1	 1780034.7 -6750955.9 -in0pn.6 1	 3.6 3.4 4.1
3648	 1 1	 HUNTER	 AF14 I	 143)560.7 -5349540.7 13601145,1 1	 3.6 2.5 3.6
3657	 1 1	 ADFQDEEN I	 IIPA787.1 -4785193.1 4012PP2.1 1	 3.1 1.0 t.n
3661
	 1 I	 HOMfSTEAn I	 VA1'167.9 -5679156.6 ?729803.5 I	 3.0 2.3 7.6
3907






I	 A14P9P9.7 -4843005.4 3991770,6
1
11:.1 P.S P.9
4050	 1 I	 PRFT0kIA I	 Sn51tne.1 2776603.3 -277416&.4 1	 3.7 3.7 4.4
40fl1
	 I 1	 ANTIGUA 1	 7801592.3 -5372523.9 1P6A024.4 1	 3.8 3.S 4.3
4081
	 1 1	 GRAND TURK 1	 1970 4 10.9 -561 9 417.0 2319178.5 1	 3.3 3.6 4.0
40147






I	 -1671A73.A -4571210.5 360749-.4
1
1	 3.0 3.3 3.0,
4740	 1 1	 NAEk	 34 1	 2306PP7.3 -4074?9P.2 3391082.1 1	 3.3 3.1 3.A
4760
	 1 C	 I	 BFRMUDA 1	 ?30AF96.6 -4074304.9 3193069,9 1	 5.0 5,0 5.n
4840	 1 C	 I	 WALLOPS	 ISLAND I	 1263971. n -414P1173.1 3091536.3 1	 S.A 4.A 5.0







I( r•39" OS6.7 3750300,.2 -17140140.4
I
I	 0,0 9.0 IV.A
5001	 I I HERNDON I	 108884 9 ,4 -4842941.7 3910IA4n.2 I	 3.6 1•n t.7
5701
	 I I	 MOSES LAKE 1	 -7,77801.2 -37PS911.5 4A50n12.1 1	 7.3 7.7 ?.4
5410	 1 1	 MInwAY	 ISLANDS I	 -56187Ss.I -2SR737.5 2^97250.7 1	 ?.3 2.8 3.A








1	 2.1 2.0 7.9
5713	 1 1	 TFRCEIRA 4433637.8 -22Ah 153.2 19710,5A.M I	 :	 A 2.7 ).5
5715	 I I	 DAKAR 581444hP.14 -1051560.1 1612760.1 1	 1.6 7.0 7.3
5717	 1 1	 FORT LAMY 1	 6n 7341 0 .7 1617946.5 1331655.0 I	 ?,n 7.n 7.7
5720	 i
I
I	 ADDIS ASAAA I	 4900749.1
I





I	 MASHHAD I	 2604404.8 4444122.3 3750344.3 1	 2.1 1.1 2.7
5722	 1 1	 OIEGO GARCIA 1	 19M127.n 6n32787.5 -BIn71A.2 1	 3.5 4.1 4.3
5773	 1 1	 CHIANG MAI 1	 -941709.4 5967445.0 2039322.9 1	 2.5 7.3 3.5
•	 5726	 1 1	 2AMTOANGA 1	 -336194h.6 536SE37.0 761627.6 1	 2.3 2.2 3.2
5730	 I
1





I	 -tn99970.5 -99735-,.3 -156AS70.9
1
1	 1.6 1.5 4.1
5733	 1 1	 CHRISTMAS	 ISLAND I	 -5885333.9 -244P380.4 221670.7 1	 2.7 1.9 3.9
•	 5734	 1 1	 SHF MYA 1	 -3051799.0 396409.1 5051341.0 1	 2.7 3.3 3.9





1	 6116140.3 -1571761.9 -01PS53.h 1	 2.3 2.2 2.7
5739	 1
1
1	 TFRCEIRA 1	 4433679.3 -726PIB6.2 1971047.0
1
1	 7.0 2.2 2.5
5744	 1 1	 CATANIA 1	 40196437.7 1316175.n 3656176.7 I	 I.0, 2.2 2.3
5907	 1 1	 WORTHINGTnN 1	 -449417.5 -4600905.5 43140788.1 1	 4.2 3.2 4.S







-6196109.1 9BA336.6 1	 3.1 1,4 4.1
5914	 1 1	 POEkTn RICO I	 7349456.9 -5571,027.1 2n10342.A
1
1	 10.5 7.n 6.4
5915	 1 1	 AUSTIN 1	 -74409'.1 -S465230.7 3192467.4 1	 30 3.0 4.7
5923	 1 I	 CYPRUS I	 4363312.2 2P622S4.9 16SS3AO.7 1	 1.9 7.1 2.4
5924	 ! 1	 ROTA 1	 5093556.7 -565327.3 370476P.3 1	 1.9 7.6 2.0
5925	 I
I





1	 -1542 5 49. •. 61P6956.7 ISIP11.8
I
1	 2.6 2.7 3.4
5931
	 1 1	 HONG KONG 1	 -?411914.9 S3PS150.3 2394869.2 1	 2.S 7.S 3.6
5933	 1 1	 DARWIN	 I -407156P.4 4714253.3 -1366528.3 1	 3.2 3.2 3.7
5934	 1 1	 MANUS I	 -53671#,3.1 3437669.9 -?75416.0 1	 7.5 7.5 1.3






1	 -443346 1 .6 4512930.3 1409950.7
1
1	 2.2 2.2 1.7
593A	 1 1	 GUADALCANAL 1	 -5915096.5 7146P60.11 -1037909.5 1	 3.0 1.0 t.5
5941
	 1 1	 MAU1	 1 -5467757.3 -23(1246.7 2154033.0 1	 2.5 ?.M 3.P
6001	 1 1	 THULF.	 I 5465#,6.7 -13P9993.7 61M073#,•7 1	 7... 7.4 3.4
-- 6002
	 1 1	 BFLTSVILLF 1	 1190764.9 -481VA31.9 3994704.0 I	 7.c 1.7 1.Q
6003
	 I (	 MOSES LAKf I	 -2127P37 .I -37PSP63. f) 4656037.2 1	 7.1 2.0 2.3
6004	 I 1	 SMFM"A 1	 -3851797.5 391.409.4 5051340.5 1	 7.7 1,t tk
6006	 1 1	 TROMSO 1	 2102977.4 77166P.S 50SP1A0.0 1	 2.4 1.9 2.0



















Ca ttesian Cootdinatcs for OSU 275 Stations
600V 1	 1 QUI 10	 1 12POP14.2 -625n955.9 -10000.6	 1 1.6 1.4 4.1
6011 1	 1 MAUI	 I -5466010.6 -2404411.5 2242224.4 1	 3.0 2.9 3,1
6012 1	 1 WAKE	 ISLAW'	 I	 1 -SBSRS69,3 13 ,445•.8.7 2n*) 070. 1	 2.1 7.6 3.7





2604353.3 4444166.0 37SO120.S 1	 2.1 2.2 2.6
6016 1	 1 CATANIA	 1 4P9b)RP.) 1716172.1 7856660.2
1
1	 1.8 7.7 2.2
6019 1 VILLA DDLORES	 I 770067 7. 1 -4914541.2 -33S 5 4n2.R 1	 7.4 2.7 3.7
6010 1 EASTER	 ISLAND	 I -I1` BR 614.1 -SIS4094.4 -2891749.0 1	 5.4 4.5 S.S





-4950706.6 3842747.8 -1167847.4 1	 1.2 3.0 4.n
6031 1	 1 INVf RCAKGILL	 ( -4311875.1 P91131.9 -4 0 97265.@
1
1	 3.4 3.9 3.P
6037 1	 1 (AVFRSHAM	 1 -7175420.6 4875546.7 -.1345411.1 1	 1.7 3,2 1.14
6038 1	 1 SOCORRO	 ISlANO	 I -216n9Rn.9 -564771 n .s 2011367.8 1	 7.5 2.8 3.8
6039 1	 1 PITCAIRN	 ISLAND









II	 I ADDIS ABABA	 I 4900750.7 3968252.7 9A632S,3 I	 7. n 7.1 7.9
6043 I	 1 CERRO SnMRRERn	 1 1371375.9 -3614750.3 -50S5927,P 1	 3.3 3.A 4.8
6044 1	 1 HEARD	 ISLAND	 I IO98097.9 3604606.6 -5071P73.1 1	 6.6 6.2 7.P





-3161 9 76.9 5365811.9 763674.7 1	 7.4 2.3 1.7
6050 1	 1 PALI-k	 STATION	 1 11 9261P.P -24StOI5.6 -3747034.7
1
1	 4.9 6.1 0,.l
6011 1	 1 MAW	 JN	 STATION	 1 1111)36.1 2169262.7 -5074114.1 1	 4.9 3.7 4.4
6052 1	 1 ::?..AES	 STATION	 I -9 n2608.8 7409522.1 -SP165-1.0 1	 4.4 4.n 5.4
6053 I	 I 01 04URnn	 STATION	 1 -1310852.3 311257.5 -6213276.5 1	 4.6 4.5 4.3
boss I	 1 ASCENSION	 ISLAND	 I 61IP1 1 4,2 -1571748.3 -878S9A.S 1	 2.3 2.1 2.0
1	 1 1 1
6059 1	 1 CHRISI 04AS	 ISLANn	 I -SPt%333.5 -244P37,4.0 721671.1 1	 7.7 2.9 ).P
6060 1	 1 CULGnnRA	 I -4151650.0 2792()SP,1 -3200164.0 I	 3.3 3.3 3.7
6061 I	 I SOUTH GFORLIA	 IS.1 29 9,94 15.6 -22)^16 9 . 1 -SISS246.0 1	 3.7 s,7 5.3
6063 1	 1 OAK AR	 1 5PP4467.4 -IPS1495.P 1612851.1 1	 1.7 2.1 7.s
6064 1	 1 PORT	 LA 04Y	 1 6 0 233@6.1 1617931.4 1331733.7 1	 7.7 7.6 3.2
6065
1	 I(	 1 IHOHENPFI1SFN91RG
	 1 4 713564.6 02OP30.0 47027P4.4
!
1	 2.0 2.4 7.3
6066 1 WAKF	 ISLANC	 11	 1 -58SP571.2 1394466.4 7093046.0 1	 2.1 2.6 3.7
6067 1	 1 NATAL	 1 510639 7.1 -3613 x 33.3 -654776.9 1	 7.1 7.7 7.6
6068 1	 1 JOHANNESBURG	 1 SOP4830.4 2670341.2 -2760()95.2 1	 3.0 2, 0 4.2
60919 1	 1
1 I
TRISTAN DA CUNHA	 1
I
4978421.7 -I0l+AB74,0 -1823167.6 1	 6.5
1
6.4 F.1
6072 1	 1 CHIANG MAI	 1 -941707.1 5967455.1 2039311.6 1	 5.7 4.n 4.3
6073 1	 1 DIFGO 4ARCIA	 1 1 9 05134.1 6032287.4 -810737.7 1	 3.4 3.7 4.2
6075 1	 1 MAHE	1 3602020.6 5238240.7 -sIS948.3 1	 1.0 3.6 4.0
6676 1	 1 POR1	 VILA	 I -5952303.4 1231904.9 -197S9i7.S I	 9.1 0.0 17.4





POINT PARROW	 I -1BP1799 .4 -P12439.0 601VS40.7
1
1	 4.6 4.4 4.S
6134 1	 1 MR IGHTw on 	 11	 1 -7440907.0 -467.01075.9 3SP2449.6 1	 7.6 7.1 .'.4)034 I	 C	 I FAST GRAND FORKS	 I -5217n4.S -4247064.3 471P71601 I	 S.o 5.n [.n
7036 1	 1 EDINBU+G	 1 -878487.0 -5657471.3 2816PIA.() 1	 3.5 2.4 '	 9
7037 1	 1 COLUMBIA	 I
1
-1417 9 1.0 -4 4 672 9 3.9 3983252.6 1	 219 202 2.•
703 14
I	 I
1	 1 BFRMUOA	 1 7308713.4 -41`73598.3 3394558.5
I
1	 3.3 1.1 1.6
7040 1	 1 SAN	 JUAN	 1 7465049.5 -5534970.0 1905513.1 1	 3.7 3.2 4.0
7043 1	 1 GRFFNBELT	 1 1130708.6 -4031131.3 3994135.5 1	 7.0 1.7 1.9
7045 1	 1 DENJFR	 1 -1740470.7 -470,0242.1 404P9R5.3 1	 4.2 2.0 7.9





WALLOPS	 ISLAND	 1 1261545.1 -4 8AI`6 7.5 3P9316A.1
1
1	4.0 3.0 4.0
7053 1	 T	 1 GREENBELT	 I 113063P.1 -40 111360.6 3994149.6 1	 6.0 6.0 6.0
7054 1	 C	 I CARNARVON	 1 -2328216.4 5299636.8 -766949n.9 1	 6.n 12.n 17.n
7071 1	 C	 I JU P ITER	 1 976757.5 -5601406.0 2PP0730.9 1	 4.0 4.0 4.0
7072 1	 1 JUPITER	 I
1





1	 C	 I JUPITER	 1 976267.8 -5601399.1 78Bn74n.n 1	 5.n S.n S.0
7074 1	 C	 I JUPITER	 I 9762f.0.4 -560139A.3 IPF0246.4 1	 5.0 5 0 S.0
7075 1	 I SUDBURY	 I 69[620.7 -4147076.5 4600475.4 1	 3.7 3.8 3.4
7076 I	 1 KINGSTON	 I 11P415P.7 -59050,67.0 1966545.7 I	 4 .1 4.4 5.3
7077 1	 C	 I GREENBELT	 I 113nnS5.7 -4033 n42.4 3992251,n 1	 4 . n 3.n 4.0
18
A&	 r 'ow
Tattle 5. 1 (Cont'd)
Cart sLln Coordinated for OSU275 Slationm
707!	 1 C	 I MALLn► S	 ISLAND	 1 1161576., - 46PI1S6.8 1093441.7 1	 4.0 ).0 4.0
7079	 I C	 I CA6NARVON	 I-11106)1.• 5199)47.4 -2JA96P2.9 1	 7.0 1,.0 1 ► .0
7009	 1 1	 I NAUTI	 ► Rn VENCF	 ( 4516121.5 4,7964.9 44n3174.3 I	 P . 6 0.6 11.0
7016	 I 1	 1 ST( PHANION	 1 4654310.2 1os9163.4 1PP4160.0 1	 13.0 11.0 1%.0









	 I -546607n.3 - 14n429n,) 72411113.7 1	 I n .O I n .O In.O
9009	 1 1 MI ► ►OLDER	 1 3973397.4 799069.4 50019 1 ,.5 1	 P.9 10.1 6.9
p olo	 1 1 2INMEAwALC	 1 4111307.0 567490.8 4611108.3 1	 5.7 0.3 s.4
8011	 1 1 MALVERN	 ( 39701S3.5 - 134004.5 5012714.0 1	 P.9 14.3 6.9






N1Cf	 1 4,79 463.2 506571I., 4106.1 9 .) r1	 4.1 7.9 4.3
8030	 1 1 ME UDOFF	 1 410,616.9 163601.4 47704540.6 1	 6.5 9.7 %,R
6004	 1 C	 I SAN FERNANDO	 1 51(OS An 1.1 -,55193.1 37696.4.7 1	 S.0 Iz. n 04.0
IRIS	 I C	 1 HAUTE PROVINCE	 I 4570165.0 657910.7 44n11S0.9 1	 6.0 10.0 6.0









ORGAN PASS	 1 - 113S7Sn,7 -Sl67nl4.4 3401019.4 1	 4.7 1.R 1.7
9002
	 I ( nLIFANTSFC001114	 1 SOS6100.4 2716soo.7 - 277%760.0 1	 3.0 3.0 4.7
9003
	 1 C	 I KOOMFRA	 I -1v91007.5 37430611., -)27%643.4 1	 6.0 6.0 7.0
9nA4	 1 1 SAN 5 FRNANV0	 I 510SSFI.S - SS5211.S 1769674.0 1	 3.4 10.0 4.0
9005	 1 I TOKYO	 I -3946730.5 3366106.1 )690027.9 1	 9.2 9.n 7.5
I 1 1 1
9006	 I I NAIN1	 IAL	 1 1010164.5 S47110P.7 3IOv671.A 1	 17.4 1.5 6.0
9007	 ( ( ARE OIUIPA	 1 1942760.9 - 580409P.2 - 1796900.9 1	 1.% 2. 9 4.4
9006	 1 I SHIRAZ	 I 31176675.1 4401976.2 11162,7.1 1	 04.0 6.1 6.1
9009	 I I CURACAO	 1 22S1 P 10.7 -SP16917.6 1317161.4 1	 2.4 1.1 1.4








VILLA OnLORIS	 ( 228057S.) - 4914SP n .1 -)355)0 1 .7 1	 1.4 7.7 3.7
9012	 1 1 M AUI	 1 - 5466067.0 -1404 1 17.7 22421PP.4 1	 3.0 7.9 3.3
9021	 1 1 MnUNT HnPKINS	 1 -19367P9.3 - 5077714.7 3111972.7 1	 7.1 5.3 5.3
9021
	 1 T	 I DLIFANTSFONIFIN	 1 5056103.6 2716%OA.0 -1775771.3 1	 7.0 7.0 7.0








OOnA1RA	 1 - 3 9 10474.4 1176140.0 1720210.1 1	 11.0 11.0 9.0
9n27	 17 I AN  UU I P A	 1 1947757.6 - S p 04104.5 - 179AP94.7 1	 6.0 A.O 6.0
9010	 1 1 AnnlS AJAPA	 1 4903716.6 )96s7n4.1 963RS9.6 1	 2.1 2.1 l.V
9029	 1 1 NATAL	 1 5166441.4 - 3655071.9 -654114.1 1	 2.1 2.? 1.7
9031
	 1 I COMOOOKO R I OAVIA	 1 1691797.1 -4111161.1 -4556A22.0 1	 P.3 0.0 11.7
I I I
9039	 1 T	 1 NATAL	 I 51P64Sz.6 - 36511154.6 - 6s437n.7 1	 9,n 9.0 9.0
9049	 1 C	 I R1 ► l1EA	 1 976766.3 -56()1404.1 2000279.7 1	 4.0 4.0 4.0
9050	 1 T	 I HAM YARD	 1 1409731.9 -4467403.4 41P7104.9 1	 11.0 11.0 21.0
9051
	 1 1 ATHENS	 1 4666P61.s 2019691.7 1903562.2 1	 4.2 10.3 4.4
9091








COLD LAKE	 ( - 1764031.9 -3466915.4 51854%().9 1	 4.7 S.S 4.3
9475	 1 1 EDWARDS AFB	 I -2450011.7 -4624411.6 3635036.6 1	 2.6 2.7 2.4
9416	 I 1 HARfSTUA	 1 3111261.3 S92605.7 5512771.6 1	 A.6 9.4 S.e
9427	 1 1 JOHNSTON	 ISLAND	 1 -60074111.7 - IlIIP62.S MS731.9 1	 0.9 19.8 0.6
9411








UZHC.OAOO	 1 3907419.1 16 01370.6 4763977.1 1	 7.9 I n .4 5.9
9711	 1 C	 I GOLDSTONE	 I -7351457.4 -4645087.1 30473761.7 1	 5.0 5.n S.n
9712	 1 C	 I GOLOSTONE	 I - 13SO465.9 -4651967.1 11665632.7 1	S.(; 5.0 5.0
9714	 1 C	 I GOLDSTnNE	 1 -2351644.6 -40,41350.1 1677056.1 1	 4.0 4.() 4.0
9741









71D FIT NEILLA	 1 -4460 90 6.9 2682391.0 - 3674596.2 1	 11.0 23.0 10.0
9751
	 1 C	 I JOHANNESBURG	 1 50PS47P.9 2668145.4 -2768704,.6 1	 5.0 • .0 6.0
9761
	 1 C	 I MADRID	 1 4849730.0 -16n346.2 411480n.5 I	 P.6 17. n 6.0
9762
	 I C	 I MAI)01n	 1 4R466PP.5 - 370158.6 41 16901. 7 1	9.6 13.0 7.0
9901
	 1 T	 I ORGAN PASS	 1
1







C	 I OLI FANT SFONTE IN 	 I SnS6106.3 2716%nR.6 -2775160.7 1	 5.n s.n 6..0
6 '0'	 I C	 I AREQUIPA	 1 1947761.1 -SPO4001P.7 -179690().7 1	 4.n s.0 6.0
9921	 1 C	 I MOUNT HOPKINS	 1 - 1936788.2 -5077711.7 1131927.9 1	 9.0 7.0 7.0
9979	 1 -	 I NATAL	 1 51$6441.7 -3651871.0 -654114.2 1	 4.0 4.0 4.0
9930	 1 C	 I D10NYSOS	 I 4595115.1 1019399.9 1911674.7 1	 6.n 11. 6 4.0
I I I '
ALL UNITS IN MFIRES
1 - TRANSFORMED COORDINATES
C • CONNfCTTD THROUGH SURVF v
 COORnINATFS
NOTE 3 S7ANOAUD DEVIATInNS FnR THE T ANO C S1ATInNS ARE
ESTIMATED AND ROUNDFD 10 THE NFARfSI MFTRE
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6. SYSTEMATIC DIFF'ERF:NCES WITII GLOBAL. AND
NON-GLOBAL GEODETIC SYSTEMS/DATUMS
The mathematical model developed earlier 1F:umar, 19721 deals primarily
with the case when the two systems involved have "global" coverage (Badekas, 1969;
Bursa, 1965 and Wolf, 19631 and is known after Bursa. However, if one of the
systems involved in the coordinate transformation is "non-global" in coverage, e.g.,
a national datum, then a slightly different approach [Badekas, 19691 is necessary
to obtain moro- realistic parameter estimates.
The above distinction is essential as the rotations in a "non-global" case are
to be considered abwt the origin (initial point) on the geodetic datum, rather than
about the origin of the Cartesian coordinatc3, thus avoiding; certain numerical and
geometric problems [Mueller, 19751. These rotations may be about axes parallel
to the Cartesian axes u, v, w (Molodensky's model) or about the axes pointing South,
East and the ellipsoidal normal upwards at the initial point (Veis's model). It is also
possible, in certain modes, to orient the geodetic datum through only on; rotation





Transformation Parameter s in Non-global Systems
6.1,1	 Molodensky's Model
If Uo , Vo , WO are the rectangular coordinates of the initial point of the ge(Actic
•	 datum tTVW, then the transf.)rmttion is given as [BadekRs, 19691:
tp 1	 x	 U	 DU	 0w - ^	 U- Uo
t0z	 f	 y	 - V	 - DV -w	 0	 E	 V- Vo






The rotations here are about a set of parallel axes co that of Bursa's Model
and considered at the initial point. Further, the above equation shows that for a
global system (when Uo Vo WO = 0), Molodensky's Model would become identical
to Bursa's.
6.1 .2	 Veis's Model
A somewhat more practical and realistic ap)roach in the case of a non-global
system is to consider the positive directions of ax —, aloog South, East and ellipsoidal
normal upwards at the initial point. The transformation. here is given as [Badekas,
1969]:
0 1 	 X	 U I	 ! DU	 U — 1 1	 U — Uoi
tOz	 =	 Y	 - V I	 - I DV - M	 - Vo - DI, V - Vo = 0. (2)
tps	 Z	 W ^	 DW	 ^W o - WO	 W - WO
:	 t
21
The matrix M in the ,above equations is define-A as:
0	 singba- coso,,rl	 -cos(p, sinXoa - cos a^ t;
-sinrt+o sinXorl
-sinooa +v0s(porl	 0	 cosoo cos koa -sinXot
M	 + sin(pocosXot•i




+sin(posinXot7	 - sinoocoskori 	
where ((Do, ao, ho) are the geodetic coordinates of the initial point and
rl	 a are the respective rotations about the above three axes.
Fu r • the r, the th ree rotat ion s rl , E , a a re rel aced to th a rota tions r
and w of Bursa's and Molodensk ,y's models as
rOt (	 I sin(Do	 cos(po sink,	 cos ao	 I wl
F,	 =	 0	 Cos X 0 	-sin X 0 	(3)
rl	 -cos(Do
	
sin(Do sin Jio	 cos X o	 Ei
Also, if Eon and Ewe, c are the variance-covariance matrices in the two
cases, then the principle of propagation of errors gives
EOt0	 GE w^ f G1	 (4)
whe re
sin(po	 cos (Do sin X o	 cos Xo












l'he results of the seven 1r:r ranieter tra r sf.,rmations for global and non-
global systems ty re in the following tables,
6, 2. 1	 Global Reference Systems
The worldwide reference systems considered in thi,► pacer arc: NWI.91)
(Anderle, 1974a mid 197. 11,1, SE III ((:aposc •hkin, 1971 1, GEMO (Lerch, et W., 1971,
GSF'C IMarsh, Vt al., 197-1b]. NGS (Schmid, 197 ,11 and V^8G72 ISeppel in, 19 141. 'I'K-




Only four major geodetic datums (Ault ral ian Natior.a, Kurop e"in 19.)0,
North American 1927 and South Americta n 1969, (NASA., 197:11 ) are available with
sufficient suitable common pointy for parametric transformations.
Tables 6, 2. 2-1 and 6.2.2-2 give the tr:ulsfo 1-111.1t ion parameters for the
above four datums, respectively, la the case of 111olMensky's :u,tl Veis's mo&114,
Table 6.2.2-3 lists the transformation parameters (Molo(lenskv's model)
.	 in each case for oth , rr geodetic datums. A special mention may be necessary hero
regard •.ng tmnsforrnation parameters for the In, li:ur Datum. It became pos^iiblc for
the first time to trace back a second sL• rtion at CHIANG MAI ('Thailand) on the
Everest ellipsoid (DMA, 19751 and thereby making it possibl,! also to fain some
feeling about the reliability of tr=sformation par:micters (Akiinod curlier
(Mueller, et al., 19731. In acklition to the results in 'fabler 6.2.'2-:1, 	 four parameter
solution for the Indian Datum gave the following results:
DU	 =	 - 141,5 1 1:1,0
DV	 -	 - 741. 1 1 5.0
DW	 -	 - 258.2 1 6.0
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Table 6. 2.2 - 3
Relationships between various Geodetic Systems or Datums
and the OSU 275 System (Datum - OSU 275)
DATUM DATUM NAME NO. OF OUIMI DV(M) OW(M)
NO. STATIONS
1 AVINDAN	 (ETHIO P IA) 11 167.1! 2.9 21.0! 2.9 -21n.1! 3.1
2 AMERICAN	 SAMOA	 1962 3 119.21 4.2 -105.7! 2.0 -423.3 . 4.7
3 ARC CAPE	 (SOUTH	 AFRICA a 151.7! 4.2 126.74 2.0 298.1! 4.7
5 ASCENSION	 ISLAND 3 227.12 3.5 -93.11 4.1 -58.31 3.7
10 CAMP AkEA	 ASTkJ	 1961/621USf,S) I 111.0• 6.0 148.0! 9.0 -238.01 A.0
12 CHRISTMAS	 ISLANV ASTRO	 1967 3 -I15.B: 5.5 - 7 21.8! 9.1 529.7! 7.7
15 EASTER ISLAND ASTRO 1 9 67 1 -IPI.a* 7.5 -157.4. 5.1 -128.2! 8.7
17 GRACIOSA	 ISLAND	 IAZORE: l 4 124.51 3.5 -146.3. 2.P 37.3. 4.7
20 HEARD ASTRO 1969 1 IAI.S! 7.5 56.0! S.1 -114.3 . 8.7
22 INDIAN DATUM 2 -1450112.0 -72P.n. 8.0 -232.0: 90
i3 1SLA SOCORO ASTRO 2 -1?3.6! 7.5 -205 .P! 5.1 -503.6! 0.7
24 JOHNSTON	 ISLAND	 1 9 61 1 -160.P. 3.5 50.7. 4.1 217.2 . 3.7
26 LUZON	 1911	 (PHILIPPIr F S) 3 143.4! 5.9 50.6). 15.P 108.0* 6.2
27 MIDWAY ASTRO 1961 1 -377.4! 7.5 (44.11 5.1 -278. 15. 8.7
26 NEW ZEALAND 1949 2 -61.0! 5.5 41.9! 9.1 -191.7* 7.7
33 OLD HAWAIIN 5 -50.4! ?.5 29P.0: 4.1 IPS.2! 3.7
36 PITCAIRN	 ISLAND ASTRO 1 -167.1. 5.5 -168.6 . 9.1 -59.9+ 7.'►
39 PROVISIONAL	 S.	 CHILE	 1963 2 0.9i 7.5 -196.0! 9.1 - 9 2.1. 7.7
42 SOUTHEAST	 ISLAND IMAHE) 3 50.0! 3.1 109.4 . 2.9 270.9: 3.1
43 SOUTH GEORGIA ASTRO 1 P2A.3! 7.5 -101.0± 6.P 290.3 1 5.7
45 TANANARIVE 2 191.91 3.1 253.5! 3.1 122.2 . 3.1
46 TOKYO DATUM 3 1PP.2! 5.5 -Sns.4+ 9.1 -679.0 + 7.7
47 791STAN ASTRO	 1968 1 653.7_ 3.4 -420.3 . 3.7 622.31 3.6
49 WAKE	 ISLAND ASTRO 1952 5 -2`.9.7. 7.5 66.52 6.P -14 n .61 5.7
51 PALMFR ASTRO 196w 2 -20P.0! P.3 -16.5. 8.4 -220.3i 8.4
52 EFATF	 INEV;	 HFhkII'FS) 1 139.5_ 7. 0 7 v 1.51 6.8 -4S2.s! 5.7
53 LE	 POVC1	 ASTRO 1 7RS.1! 7.5 -155.P • 6.8 SC6.01- • 5.7
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